
November 8th, 2021

Announcing the launch of Teurn Studios, 
a Stockholm based fashion brand established 
by Anna Teurnell

After having spent many years as Design Director of various
Scandinavian labels, Anna Teurnell is now launching her own clothing
and accessories brand Teurn Studios.

The brand is rooted in a curated wardrobe of luxurious essentials with
a twist, designed to last for a very, very long time. Its design expression
is timelessly sleek, reflecting a brutalist take on femininity which goes
closely hand in hand with Anna’s own style and trademark.

Anna Teurnell comments: “Teurn Studios represents a curated wardrobe
of exceptional quality and craftsmanship, offered at more accessible
prices than those typically charged by luxury houses. We want to create
pieces that last for years and years, working in partnership with the best
of factories and using the finest of materials.”

At the heart of Teurn Studios’ product assortment will be an ‘always
on’ core offering of evergreen staples, ranging from ready-to-wear
garments to shoes and accessories. Complementing this will be an
annual collection schedule wherein two main collections and two
smaller ‘capsule collections’ constitute the rhythm.

Anna Teurnell declares: “I am very happy and grateful to embark upon
this journey alongside my core team. The name Teurn is of course a
reference to my last name. But it also represents a turning point, for me
personally and professionally as well as for the fashion industry. These
are days that require us to fundamentally change our perspective on
consumption and production.”

Teurn Studios will soon be open for shopping at www.teurnstudios.com. 

Follow the journey on @teurnstudios.

Teurn Studios Timmermansgatan 22 SE–118 55 Stockholm Sweden  teurnstudios.com

http://www.teurnstudios.com
https://www.instagram.com/teurnstudios/
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Anna Teurnell—bio 

After haven taken her foundational- and professional level degrees
from Beckmans College of Design and Stockholms Tillskärarakademi,
Anna took on her first operational role in the fashion industry in 2004.
Her experience includes Head of Design positions at H&M Trend
Department (2004—2010) and & Other Stories (2011—2014), the Creative
Director position at Marimekko (2014—2017), and the Design Director
position at ARKET (2017—).
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